DCOYA Bewise
Making Cybersecurity Personal

HELP EMPLOYEES ADOPT
WISE CYBERSECURITY BEHAVIOR
Many organizations like yours have implemented cybersecurity training programs to prevent
staff-related incidents and instill better cybersecurity habits: Clean Desk Policy, BYOD Policy,
Data Security, Removable Media, Safe Internet Habits, Physical Security, Email Scans and
many more. Despite the policies and the training, most organizations fail to change employee
security behaviors and instill cyber hygiene.
That’s why Dcoya solutions take a personal, employee-centric approach to cybersecurity.
Using automation and behavior psychology best practices, Dcoya cybersecurity programs
help you effect the desired changes in employee cyber behavior. Dcoya turns cybersecurity
training into an engaging and effective behavioral change journey that reduces employee
errors and improves your organization’s cybersecurity posture.

GIVE EVERY EMPLOYEE A “MADE FOR ME”
CYBERSECURITY PROGRAM
Dcoya Bewize is an automated Learning Management System (LMS) that assesses
individual cybersecurity performance and engages employees with new training materials
and refresher courses at their own pace, according to a personalized program. The system
automatically segments your employees according to the characteristics you define, which
helps you tailor training materials to different audiences, and automate onboarding as well
ongoing training programs. Dcoya tracks training completion and scores so you’re always
apprised of the progress toward cybersecurity awareness and compliance goals.
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WITH DCOYA BEWISE YOU GET:
Dcoya Assessment Engine equipped with machine
learning (ML) to evaluate employee progress
automatically, using a variety of test types and detailed
reporting on test results.
Valuable insight into training impact via rich data on
how learners are engaging with training content
Automated management of employee enrollment in
group courses or individual micro training
Automated segmentation of employees per
characteristics you define, enabling personalized
training based on risk score, department, team, role,
location, etc.
Automated tracking of employee training progress with assigned content
Built-in cybersecurity content and use cases, updated weekly by Dcoya, including
content that is most relevant to your business.
Easy to import your own content
SCRUM and XPI support

WITH DCOYA BEWISE YOU GET:
Streamline the organization and management of cybersecurity training activities
from a central LMS
Understand cybersecurity performance and progress for individual employees and
segments
Establish a successful and automated program to ensure employees adopt the right
cybersecurity behaviors
Turn every employee into an informed and engaged cybersecurity ally

ONLY WITH DCOYA
Dcoya Bewize is a fully integrated module in Dcoya’s personal cybersecurity program for
enterprise personnel. Only Dcoya helps you perfect cybersecurity behavior – one employee
at a time – with solutions that are:
Hyper-Personal
Automated
Powered by machine learning (ML) and behavioral psychology best practices
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